GREEK PRODUCTS & RESTAURANTS IN BELGIUM

Le Pythagoras
A Greek restaurant decorated in a traditional Greek style. Avenue de Roovere, 1080 Molenbeek-Saint-Jean
Tel: 02 410 93 52

L'Apollon
Schaerbeek, St-Josse & Evere
Greek tavern with completely Greek menu and restaurant decor. At Place Simonis 6, 1081 Koekelberg.
http://www2.resto.be/apollon/home-fr.htm

Olympiade
Anderlecht, Jette & Western Suburbs
A Greek restaurant in Berchem-Sainte-Agathe, Rue de Grand Bigard.
Tel: 02 465 33 87

Corfou
Anderlecht, Jette & Western Suburbs
A restaurant specialising in Greek food on Rue Edouard Faes, 1090 Jette.
Tel: 02 427 94 21

Pellas
Anderlecht, Jette & Western Suburbs
A Greek restaurant with an outdoor terrace at Chausee de Gand, 1082 Berchem-Sainte-Agathe.
Tel: 02 468 30 23

Vergina
Schaerbeek, St-Josse & Evere
A Greek restaurant, dogs accepted in the dining area. Rue de l'Eglise, 1082 Berchem-Sainte-Agathe.
Tel: 02 465 18 73

Les Petits Os
Anderlecht, Jette & Western Suburbs
A grill/restaurant, with Greek, French, Croatian and other specialities. Open every day from 18:00 to 02:00. Place Cardinal Mercier, 1090 Jette.
Tel: 02 461 05 56
Canette
Wines, Beers & Spirits
Wine shop specialising in Greek wines, but also selling some other wines and delicatessen. An online shop is available. Rue De Witte De Haelen 28, 1000 Brussels.
http://www.canette.be/

Apollon
Catering, Caterers, Cooks & Chefs
A catering service specialising in Greek food, offering a catering and take-away service. Rue des Soldats 127, 1082 Berchem-Sainte-Agathe.
Tel: 02 468 59 90

Poseidon
Catering, Caterers, Cooks & Chefs
A Greek restaurant and catering service. The restaurant is located on Chee de Louvain, 1030, and the catering service and take-away on Rue Victor Hugo, 1030 with a branch at Chausee de Ninove, 1080.
http://www.apporto.net/poseidons/

Tsantali & Angelopoulos
International & Specialist Foods
A Greek food and wine specialist. Boulevard d'Ypres, 1000 Brussels.
http://www.angelopoulos.be/

Zorba's Delivery
International & Specialist Foods
Greek delicatessen offering a delivery service at home or to the office. Open 18:00-22:30 and Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 11:00-14:30 and 18:00-23:00. At Chausée d'Alsemberg 875, 1180, Brussels.
http://www.zorbas.be/

ERGON foods
Rue du Parnasse 1, 1050, Ixelles (Nearby Place du Luxemburg)
Deli + Cuisine ERGON is a selection of premium quality Greek products. The chain has now opened a new store in Brussels since September 2014
http://www.ergonfoods.com/restaurants/brussels/
NOTOS
Greek restaurant located on Rue de Livourne, in the lively area between l’avenue Louise and the charming place de Chatelain. Greek in its original form, creative and contemporary, as is the kitchen NOTOS through a menu that combines simplicity and culinary originality through Hellenic revisited dishes.
http://www.notos.be/apropos/

STROFILIA
This well renowned Greek restaurant is located on Rue Du Marché aux Porcs 11-13. The menu consists of only mezes that is to say, small dishes to share with your friends that you accompany with an ouzo or a good bottle of wine. This way of eating perfectly reflects the Greek way of life: take your time and enjoy the evening.
http://www.strofilia.be/

Loxandras Mediterranean Emporium
OPEN Mon to Fri 10:30 to 18:30 (reserve for dinner, call 025026400), Sat 12 to 23:00 & several Sundays. A family business supporting other family businesses in the Mediterranean! Delicious, Healthy Products, HomeCooked Food, WINE BAR! exquisite products made with care and affection by these small businesses, most often from their own produce. In so doing, Loxandra’s is also supporting sustainable agriculture and fisheries as well as the strengthening of local economies.
Rue de la Vieille Halle aux Blés, 46 - 1000 Bruxelles
https://www.facebook.com/Loxandras?ref=ts&fref=ts

Alexopoulos
Chaussée de Haecht, 1311 - 1130 Bruxelles (Haeren)
Wines, champagnes, spirits, Greek products
http://www.alexopoulos.com/

Delphes
Hold by a wonderful greek family. Delicious and traditional dishes.
169, Avenue Rogier
1030 Schaerbeek (Bruxelles)
Ph : 02 216 12 36